Environmental Policy
The P&N Security Group are a professional and environmentally conscious
organisation that acknowledges the impact our services may potentially
have on the environment.
The P&N Security Group have clear objectives to reduce any impact on the
environment by enforcing the following procedures throughout the group and all
operations:

•

Considering the effects our operations may have on both the local and
wider communities.

•

Preventing pollution and reducing wastage throughout the group and all our
operations.

•

Ensuring where ever possible and practicable, that measures are
implemented to protect and preserve natural habitats.

•

Promoting environmental health and sustainability amongst our operatives,
suppliers and contractors by way of operational procedures.

•

Taking action to eliminate or reduce where ever possible and where
practicable, any potentially adverse environmental impacts our offices or
operations may have.

•

By seeking to work in partnership with both local and wider communities by
ensuring operations and operatives are conducted and behaved in a
considerate and socially responsible manner.

•

Ensuring that incident control, investigations and reports are efficient and
expedient.
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The P&N Security Group's managerial and supervisory operatives have set
responsibilities and duties to ensure the implementation and monitoring of the
environmental policy is in force and issues are given adequate consideration on
an operational day to day running basis.
All operatives and sub contractors employed by the P&N Security Group are
expected to comply and co-operate with the implementation and monitoring of this
policy whilst carrying out their own duties without risk to themselves or clients.
The P&N Security Group comply fully with the duties in place with regard to
legislation and requirements set out by the Environment Agency. As part of the
P&N Security Group's commitment to maintaining the highest levels of
environmental management, it is the intention to comply with and work towards
the environmental management systems that are compliant with ISO:14001.
The Executive team have overall responsibility for all environmental matters. The
implementation and operation of this policy will be monitored, reviewed and if
necessary updated periodically. The executive team and board have endorsed
this policy and all give full support to its implementation.
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